
Meaning Acquisition by Semiotic AgentsSemiotic Cognitive Information Processing in a language environment�Burghard B. Rieger��Dept. of Computational Linguistics | University of TrierD-54286 TRIER, Germanyrieger@ldv01.uni-trier.deAbstractAnything we know or believe about the world can (more or less precisely) be communicated verbally. Wedo so by using words, forming sentences and producing texts whose meanings are understood to standfor, represent, or deal with the topics and subjects, the domains and structures in the real world they aremeant to refer to. Natural language texts (still) are the most exible and as that a highly e�cient formto represent knowledge for and convey learning to others. Traditional approaches to the study of languageunderstanding in CL and AI employ rule based formats of linguistic knowledge and symbol representationsof world knowledge structures to model language processing by machine. Providing these initial knowledgebases and allowing them to be modi�ed by system designers (external change), or dynamically as a functionof processing (internal learning) proved to be everything from enormously laborious to error prone, fromextremely di�cult to virtually impossible. Computational Semiotics (CS) neither depends on rule-based orsymbolic formats for (linguistic) knowledge representations, nor does it subscribe to the notion of (world)knowledge as some static structures that may be abstracted from and represented independently of theway they are processed. Consequently, knowledge structures and the processes operating on them are tobe modelled procedurally and have to be implemented as algorithms which determine SCIP systems. Asa collection of cognitive information processing devices these systems' semiotic character consists in theirmulti-level representational performance of (working) structures emerging from and being modi�ed by suchprocessing. The emergence of semantic structure as a self-organizing process ist studied on the basis ofword usage regularities in natural language discourse, whose linearly agglomerative (or syntagmatic) andwhose selectively interchangeable (or paradigmatic) constraints are exploited by text analysing algorithms.They accept natural language discourse as input and end up to produce a vector space structure as output.This may be interpreted as an (internal) representation of the semiotic system's states of adaptation tothe (external) structures of its environment as mediated by the natural language discourse processed. Inorder to evaluate the internal picture which the system computes from the natural language texts accordingto its processing capabilities against the external reality whose structure and properties are described bynatural language discourse only, a corpus of texts { composed of correct and true sentences with well-de�nedreferential meanings { was generated according to a (very simple) phrase structure grammar and a fuzzyreferential semantics which interpret simple composite predicates of cores (like: on the left, on the right | infront, behind) and hedges (like: extremely, very, rather | nearby, faraway). Processed during the system'straining phase, the corpus reveals structural constraints which the system's hidden structures or internalmeaning representations apparently reect. Compared with a two-dimensional representation of the externalreality { as described by the texts and speci�ed by the underlying syntax and semantics { a two-dimensionaltransform of the system's internal view of its environment proves to be surprisingly adequate.The system's architecture is a two-level consecutive mapping of distributed representations of systems of(fuzzy) linguistic entities whose states acquire symbolic functions that can be equaled to (basal) referencialpredicates. Test results from an experimental setting with varying fuzzy interpretations of hedges willbe produced to illustrate the SCIP system's miniature (cognitive) language understanding and meaningacquisition capacity without any initial explicit syntactic and semantic knowledge.�Paper presented at the ICAS/ German Federal Forces University Workshop on Agents, Cooperation, and Commu-nication (AC&C), San Marco di Castellabate, SA, Italy, June 18{24, 1995. To appear in: Becker, J.D. (Ed.): Agents,Communication, and Cooperation, [Lecture Notes in Arti�cial Intelligence], Berlin/Heidelberg/New York (Springer).��The author is indebted to discussion of central ideas of this paper with Petra Badry, Kathrin Gieseking, BeateOerder, Maria Reichert and Ralph Wagner whose substantial contributions (of varying intensity and uneven distri-bution during di�erent phases of the project) in converting procedural models to operational programs are highlyappreciated. The errors are his own as always. 1



1 An ecological approach to semioticsLife may be understood as the ability to survive by adapting to changing requirements in the realworld. Living systems do so by way of processing information they receive or derive from relevantportions of their surrounding environments, of learning from their experience, and of changing theirbehaviour accordingly. In contrast to other living systems which transmit experiencial results ofenvironmental adaptation only biogenetically1 to their descendants, human information processingsystems have additional means to convey their knowledge to others. In addition to the verticaltransmission of system speci�c (intraneous) experience through (biogenetically successive) genera-tions, mankind has complementally developed horizontal means of mediating speci�c and foreign(extraneous) experience and knowledge to (biogenetically unrelated) fellow systems within their ownor any later generation. This is made possible by a semiotic move that allows not only to distinguishprocesses from results of experience but also to convert the latter to knowledge facilitating it to bere-used, modi�ed and improved in learning . Vehicle and medium of this move are representations,i.e. complex sign systems which constitute languages and form structures, called texts which maybe realized in communicative processes, called actualisation.In terms of the theory of information systems, texts|whether internal or external to the systems|function like virtual environments2. Considering the system-environment relation, virtuality may becharacterized by the fact that it dispenses with the identity of space-time coordinates for system-environment pairs which normally prevails for this relation when quali�ed to be indexed real.It appears, that this dispensation of identity (space-time-dispensation, for short) is not onlyconditional for the possible distinction of (mutually and relatively independent) systems from theirenvironments, but establishes also the notion of representation.Accordingly, immediate or space-time-identical system-environments existing in their space-time-identity may well be distinguished from mediate or space-time-dispensed system-environments whoseparticular representational form (texts) corresponds to their particular status both, as languagematerial (being signs), and as language structure (having meaning). This double identity calls for aparticular modus of actualisation (understanding) that may be characterized as follows:For systems appropriately adapted and tuned to such environments actualisation consists essentiallyin a twofold embedding to realize� the space-time-identity of pairs of immediate system-environment coordinates which will let thesystem experience the material properties of texts as signs (i.e. by functions of physical accessand mutually homomorphic appearance). These properties apply to the percepts of languagestructures presented to a system in a particular discourse situation, and� the representational identity of pairs of mediate system-environment parameters which will let thesystem experience the semantic properties of texts as meanings (i.e. by functions of emergence,identi�cation, organisation, representation of structures). These apply to the comprehension oflanguage structures recognized by a system to form the described situation.Hence, according to the theory of information systems, functions like interpreting signs and un-derstanding meanings translate to processes which extend the fragments of reality accesssible to aliving (natural and possibly arti�cial) information processing system. This extension applies to both,the immediate and mediate relations a system may establish according to its own evolved adapt-edness or dispositions (i.e. innate and acquired structuredness, processing capabilities, represented1According to standard theory there is no direct genetic coding of experiencial results but rather indirect trans-mission of them by selectional advantages which organisms with certain genetic mutations gain over others withoutthem to survive under changing environmental conditions.2Simon's [15] remark "There is a certain arbitrariness in drawing the boundary between inner and outer environ-ments of arti�cial systems. . . . Long-term memory operates like a second environment, parallel to the environmentsensed through eyes and ears" (pp. 104) is not a case in point here. As will become clear in what follows, his distinctionof inner (memory structure) and outer (world structure) environments of a system misses the special semiotic qualityof natural language signs whose twofold environmental embedding (textual structure) cuts accross the inner/outerdistinction, resolving both, memory and world structures in becoming representational for each other.2



knowledge).The actualisation of environments, however, does not merely add to the amount of experiencial re-sults, but constitutes instead a signi�cant change in experiencial modus. This change is characterizedby the fact that only now the processes of experience may be realized as being di�erent and hence beseparated from the results of experience which may thus even be represented, other than in immediatesystem-environments where result and process of experience appear to be indistinguishable. Splittingup experience in experiencial processes and experiencial results|the latter being representational andin need for actualisation by the former|is tantamount to the emergence of virtual experiences whichhave not to be made but can instead just be tried, very much like hypotheses in an experimentalsetting of a testbed. These results|like in immediate system-environments|may become part ofa system's adaptive knowledge but may also|di�erent from immediate system-environments|beneglected or tested, accepted or dismissed, repeatedly actualized and re-used without any risk forthe system's own survival, stability or adaptedness.The experimental quality of textual representations which increases the potentials of adaptiveinformation processing immensely, will have to be constrained simultaneously by dynamic struc-tures, corresponding to knowledge. The built-up, employment, and modi�cation of these structuralconstraints3 is controlled by procedures whose processes determine cognition and whose results con-stitute adaptation. Systems properly adapted to textual system-environments have acquired thesestructural constraints (language knowledge) and can perform certain operations e�ciently on them(language understanding). These are prerequisites to recognizing mediate (textual) environmentsand to identify their need for and the systems' own ability to actualize the mutual (and trifold)relatedness constituting what Peirce [3] called semiosis4.Systems capable of and tuned to such knowledge-based processes of actualisation will in the sequelbe referred to as semiotic cognitive information processing systems (SCIPS).2 Language and cognitionPerception, identi�cation, and interpretation of (external or internal) structures may be conceived assome form of information processing which (natural or arti�cial) cognitive systems|due to their ownstructuredness|are able to perform. Under this unifying paradigm for cognition, research programsin cognitive linguistics and cognitive language processing can roughly be characterized to consist ofsubtle forms in confronting models of competence theory of language with observable phenomenaof communicative language performance to explore the structure of mental activities believed tounderlie language learning and understanding by way of modelling these activities procedurally toenable algorithmic implementation and testing by machine simulation.Whereas traditional approaches in arti�cial intelligence research (AI) or computational linguistics(CL) model cognitive tasks or natural language understanding in information processing systemsaccording to the realistic view of semantics, it is argued here that meaning need not be introducedas a presupposition of semantics but may instead be derived as a result of procedural modelling5 as3What Simon [15] calls memory in his questioning the inner-outer-distiction of cognitive systems and theirenvironments.4"By semiosis I mean [. . . ] an action, or inuence, which is, or involves, a co�operation of three subjects, such assign, its object, and its interpretant, this tri-relative inuence not being in any way resolvable into actions betweenpairs." (p.282)5Procedural models denote a class of models whose interpretation is not (yet) tied to the semantics provided byan underlying theory of the objects (or its expressions) but consist (sofar) in the procedures and their algorithmicimplementations whose instantiations as processes (and their results) by way of computer programs provide the onlymeans for their testing and evaluation. The lack of an abstract (theoretical) level of representation for these processes(and their results) apart from the formal notation of the underlying algorithms is one of the reasons why fuzzy set andpossibility theory [18] [19] and their logical derivates were wellcome to provide an open and new procedural format forcomputational approaches to natural language semantics without obligation neither to reject nor to accept traditionalformal and modeltheoretic concepts. 3



soon as a semiotic line of approaches to cognition will be followed [4].2.1 Understanding: situationsThe present approach is based upon a phenomenological (re-)interpretation of the formal concept ofsituation [1] and the analytical notion of language game. The combination of both lends itself easilyto operational extensions in empirical analysis and procedural simulation of associative meaningconstitution which will grasp essential parts of the process of understanding .According to Situation Semantics any language expression is tied to reality in two ways: bythe discourse situation allowing an expression's meaning being interpreted and by the describedsituation allowing its interpretation being evaluated truth-functionally. Within this relational modelof semantics, meaning may be considered the derivative of information processing which (natural orarti�cial) systems|due to their own structuredness|perform by recognizing similarities or invariantsbetween situations that structure their surrounding realities (or fragments thereof).By ascertaining these invariants and by mapping them as uniformities across situations, cognitivesystems properly attuned to them are able to identify and understand those bits of information whichappear to be essential to form these systems' particular views of reality: a ow of types of situationsrelated by uniformities like e.g. individuals, relations, and time-space-locations. These uniformitiesconstrain a system's external world to become its view of reality as a speci�c fragment of persistent(and remembered) courses of events whose expectability renders them interpretable or even objective.In semiotic sign systems like natural languages, such uniformities appear to be signalled also byword-types whose employment as word-tokens in texts exhibit a special form of structurally condi-tioned constraints. Not only allows their use the speakers/hearers to convey/understand meaningsdi�erently in di�erent discourse situations (e�ciency), but at the same time the discourses' totalvocabulary and word usages also provide an empirically accessible basis for the analysis of struc-tural (as opposed to referencial) aspects of event-types and how these are related by virtue of worduniformities accross phrases, sentences, and texts uttered. Thus, as a means for the intensional (asopposed to the extensional) description of (abstract, real, and actual) situations, the regularities ofword-usages may serve as an access to and a representational format for those elastic constraintswhich underly and condition any word-type's meaning , the interpretations it allows within possiblecontexts of use, and the information its actual word-token employment on a particular occasion mayconvey.2.2 Communicating: language gamesThe notion of language games [17] "complete in themselves, as complete systems of human commu-nication" is primarily concerned with the way of how signs are used "simpler than those in whichwe use the signs of our highly complicated everyday language". Operationalizing this notion andanalysing a great number of texts for usage regularities of terms can reveal essential parts of theconcepts and hence the meanings conveyed by them. This approach [4] has also produced someevidence that an analytical procedure appropriately chosen could well be identi�ed also with solvingthe representational task if based upon the universal constraints known to be valid for all naturallanguages.The philosophical concept of language game can be combined with the formal notion of situationsallowing not only for the identi�cation of an cognitve system's (internal) structure with the (external)structure of that system's environment. Being tied to the observables of actual language performanceenacted by communicative language useage opens up an empirical approach to procedural seman-tics. Whatever can formally be analysed as uniformities in Barwiseian discourse situations mayeventually be speci�ed by word-type regularities as determined by co-occurring word-tokens in prag-matically homogeneous samples of language games. Going back to the fundamentals of structuralisticdescriptions of regularities of syntagmatic linearity and paradigmatic selectivity of language items,4



the correlational analyses of discourse will allow for a multi-level word meaning and world knowledgerepresentation whose dynamism is a direct function of elastic constraints established and/or modi�edin language communication.As has been outlined in some detail elsewhere [5] [7] [9] [14] the meaning function's range maybe computed and simulated as a result of exactly those (semiotic) procedures by way of which (rep-resentational) structures emerge and their (interpreting) actualisation is produced from observingand analyzing the domain's regular constraints as imposed on the linear ordering (syntagmatics)and the selective combination (paradigmatics) of natural language items in communicative languageperformance. For natural language semantics this is tantamount to (re)present a term's meaningpotential by a fuzzy distributional pattern of the modelled system's state changes rather than asingle symbol whose structural relations are to represent the system's interpretation of its environ-ment. Whereas the latter has to exclude, the former will automatically include the (linguistically)structured, pragmatic components which the system will both, embody and employ as its (linguistic)import to identify and to interpret its environmental structures by means of its own structuredness.3 Knowledge and representationIn knowledge based cognitive linguistics and semantics, researchers get the necessary lexical, seman-tic, or external world information by exploring (or making test-persons explore) their own linguisticor cognitive capacities and memory structures in order to depict their �ndings in (or let hypothesesabout them be tested on the bases of) traditional forms of knowledge representation. Being basedupon this pre-de�ned and rather static concept of knowledge, these representations are con�ned notonly to predicative and propositional expressions which can be mapped in well established (concept-hierarchical, logically deductive) formats, but they will also lack the exibility and dynamics ofre-constructive model structures more reminiscent of language understanding and better suited forautomatic analysis and representation of meanings from texts. Such devices have been recognized tobe essential [16] for any simulative modelling capable to set up and modify a system's own knowledgestructure, however shallow and vague its semantic knowledge and inferencing capacity may appearcompared to human understanding. The semiotic approach argued for here appears to be a feasiblealternative [6] focussing on the dynamic structures which the speakers'/hearers' communicative useof language in discourse will both, constitute and modify, and whose reconstruction may provide aparadigm of cognition and a model for the emergence of meaning. In [10] [11] a corresponding mean-ing representation formalism has been de�ned and tested whose parameters may automatically bedetected from natural language texts and whose non-symbolic and distributional format of a vectorspace notation allows for a wide range of useful interpretations.3.1 Quantitative text analysisBased upon the fundamental distinction of natural language items' agglomerative or syntagmatic andselective or paradigmatic relatedness, the core of the representational formalism can be characterizedas a two-level process of abstraction. The �rst (called �-abstraction) on the set of fuzzy subsets ofthe vocabulary provides the word-types' usage regularities or corpus points, the second (called �-abstraction) on this set of fuzzy subsets of corpus points provides the corresponding meaning pointsas a function of word-types which are being instantiated by word-tokens as employed in pragmaticallyhomogeneous corpora of natural language texts.The basically descriptive statistics used to grasp these relations on the level of words in discourseare centred around a correlational measure (Eqn. 1) to specify intensities of co-occurring lexical itemsin texts, and a measure of similarity (or rather, dissimilarity) (Eqn. 4) to specify these correlationalvalue distributions' di�erences. Simultaneously, these measures may also be interpreted semioticallyas set theoretical constraints or formal mappings (Eqns. 2 and 5) which model the meanings of words5



as a function of di�erences of usage regularities.�i;j allows to express pairwise relatedness of word-types (xi; xj) 2 V � V in numerical valuesranging from �1 to +1 by calculating co-occurring word-token frequencies in the following way�(xi; xj) = PTt=1(hit � eit)(hjt � ejt)�PTt=1(hit � eit)2PTt=1(hjt � ejt)2� 12 ; (1)�1 � �(xi; xj) � +1where eit = HiL lt and ejt = HjL lt, with the textcorpus K = fktg; t = 1; : : : ; T having an overalllength L = PTt=1 lt; 1 � lt � L measured by the number of word-tokens per text, and a vocabularyV = fxng;n = 1; : : : ; i; j; : : : ; N whose frequencies are denoted by Hi = PTt=1 hit; 0 � hit � Hi.Evidently, pairs of items which frequently either co-occur in, or are both absent from, a number oftexts will positively be correlated and hence called a�ned, those of which only one (and not the other)frequently occurs in a number of texts will negatively be correlated and hence called repugnant.As a fuzzy binary relation, ~� : V �V ! I can be conditioned on xn 2 V which yields a crisp mapping~� j xn : V ! C; fyng =: C (2)where the tupels h(xn;1; ~�(n; 1)); : : : ; (xn;N ; ~�(n;N))i represent the numerically speci�ed, syntagmaticusage regularities that have been observed for each word-type xi against all other xn 2 V . �-abstraction over one of the components in each ordered pair de�nesxi(~�(i; 1); : : : ; ~�(i; N)) =: yi 2 C (3)Hence, the regularities of usage of any lexical item will be determined by the tupel of its a�n-ity/repugnancy-values towards each other item of the vocabulary which|interpreted as co"-or"-di"-na"-tes| can be represented by points in a vector space C spanned by the number of axes each ofwhich corresponds to an entry in the vocabulary.
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-�������� @@@@@@@RFigure 1: Fuzzy mapping relations ~� and ~� between the structured sets of vocabulary items xn 2 V ,of corpus points yn 2 C, and of meaning points zn 2 S.3.2 Distributed meaning representationConsidering C as representational structure of abstract entities [12] constituted by syntagmaticregularities of word-token occurrences in pragmatically homogeneous discourse, then the similaritiesand/or dissimilarities of these entities will capture their corresponding word-types' paradigmaticregularities. These may be calculated by a distance measure � of, say, Euclidian metric�(yi; yj) =  NXn=1(�(xi; xn)� �(xj; xn))2!12 ; (4)0 � �(yi; yj) � 2pn6



Thus, � may serve as a second mapping function to represent any item's di�erences of usage regu-larities measured against those of all other items. As a fuzzy binary relation, ~� : C � C ! I can beconditioned on yn 2 C which again yields a crisp mapping~� j yn : C ! S; fzng =: S (5)where the tupels h(yn;1; ~�(n; 1)); : : : ; (yn;N~�(n;N))i represents the numerically speci�ed paradigmaticstructure that has been derived for each abstract syntagmatic usage regularity yj against all otheryn 2 C. The distance values can therefore be abstracted analogous to Eqn. 3, this time, however,over the other of the components in each ordered pair, thus de�ning an element zj 2 S calledmeaningpoint by yj(~�(j; 1); : : : ; ~�(j; N)) =: zj 2 S (6)V � V �-abstraction C � C �-abstraction S � S+ +~� x1 : : : xNx1 �11 : : : �1N... ... . . . ...xN �N1 : : : �NN ~� j xi�! ~� y1 : : : yNy1 �11 : : : �1N... ... . . . ...yN �N1 : : : �NN ~� j yj�! � z1 : : : zNz1 �11 : : : �1N... ... . . . ...zN �N1 : : : �NN* *Syntagmatic C o n s t r a i n t s ParadigmaticTable 1: Formalizing (syntagmatic/paradigmatic) constraints by consecutive (�- and �-) abstractionsover usage regularities of items xi; yj respectively.Identifying zn 2 S with the numerically speci�ed elements of potential paradigms, the set of pos-sible combinations S � S may structurally be constrained and evaluated without (direct or indirect)recourse to any pre-existent external world. Introducing a Euclidian metric� : S � S ! I (7)the hyperstructure hS; �i or semantic hyper space (SHS) is declared constituting the system ofmeaning points as an empirically founded and functionally derived representation of a lexicallylabelled knowledge structure (Tab. 1).As a result of the two-stage consecutive mappings any meaning point's position in SHS is deter-mined by all the di�erences (�- or distance-values) of all regularities of usage (�- or correlation-values)each lexical item shows against all others in the discourse analysed. Without recurring to any in-vestigator's or his test-persons' word or world knowledge (semantic competence), but solely on thebasis of usage regularities of lexical items in discourse resulting from actual or intended acts of com-munication (communicative performance), text understanding is modelled procedurally the processto construct and identify the topological positions of any meaning point zi 2 hS; �i correspondingto the vocabulary items xi 2 V which can formally be stated as composition of the two restrictedrelations ~� j y and ~� j x (Fig. 1).Processing natural language texts the way these algorithms do would appear to grasp someinteresting portions of the ability to recognize and represent and to employ and modify the structuralinformation available to and accessible under such performance. A semiotic cognitive informationprocessing system (SCIPS) endowed with this ability and able to perform likewise (Fig. 2) wouldconsequently be said to have constituted some text understanding . The problem is, however, whether(and if so, how) the contents of what such a system is said to have acquired can be tested, i.e. madeaccessible other than by the language texts in question and/or without committing to a presupposedsemantics determining possible interpretations. 7



System's view of environment: Endo-Reality
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?Figure 2: Situational setting of SCIP system within its environment which is de�ned to allow for thesystem's view (Endo-Reality) to di�er from the external observer's view (Exo-Reality) by keeping thesystem's (non-propositional) faculties of language processing strictly apart from the (propositional)way of generating the environmental language data as textual descriptions. Note, that grammar(lexicon, syntax) and semantics are not part of the system's knowledge base but are introduced tospecify and formally control the language environment the system is exposed to as "true" descriptionsof the external reality. Thus, the the system's processing of these language data and its indepen-dently built-up internal representations allow for a semantic interpretation and visible imaging ofthe structures the system might have acquired.
4 The experimental settingTo enable an intersubjective scrutiny, the (unknown) results of an abstract system's (well known)acquisition process is compared against the (well known) traditional interpretations of the (unknown)processes of natural language meaning constitution6. To achieve this, it had to be guaranteed
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SCIP � System� propertiesSCIPS : fO;B;W;F ;KgOrientation : O := f ~N = (0; 1); ~O = (1; 0); ~S = (0;�1); ~W = (�1; 0)gMobility : B := fk(0; 1); k(1; 1); k(1; 0); k(1;�1);k(0;�1); k(�1;�1); k(�1; 0); k(�1; 1) : k = 1gPerception : W := fK := fktg; L :=PTt=1 lt; V := fxig;Hi :=PTt=1 hit : i = 1; : : : ; j; : : : ; NgProcessing : F := f�; �; �; : : :g; K := f~� j x; ~� j y; : : :gSemantics : noneSyntax : noneTable 2: Collection of SCIP-systemic properties and capabilities. Note, that there is no knowledgeof Syntax or Semantics.SCIP �Environment� propertiesSCIPE : fRE;RO;RR;D; `RgReference plane : RE := fPn;m : 9Rn;m 2 RR(n0;m0; g); Pn;m 2 Rn;mgReference objects : RO := f2; 4; ; : : : gReferential grid : RR(n0;m0; g) := fRn;m = [(n� 1)g; ng] � [(m� 1)g;mg] :1 � n � n0 ; 1 � m � m0 ; g > 0gDirection : D := f ~N := (0; 1); ~O := (1; 0); ~S := (0;�1); ~W := (�1; 0)gObject � location : `R : RO �! RETable 3: Collection of SCIP-environmental properties and de�nitions with environmental directionscorresponding to systemic orientations.SCIP � Language material� entitiesWord: the sign-object identi�ed as vocabulary element (type) whose occurrences in(linear) sets of sign-objects (tokens) are countableSentence: the (non-empty, linear) set of words to form a correct expression of a trueproposition denoting a relation of system-position and object-locationText: the (non-empty, linear) set of sentences with identical pairs of core-predicatesdenoting system-object-relations resulting from linear movement and directlyadjacent system-positionsCorpus: the (non-empty) set of texts comprising descriptions of (any or all) factuallypossible system-object relations within a speci�ed systemic and environmentalsettingTable 4: Restrictions on concepts of language material employed to de�ne the language environmententities.
9



� that the three main components of the experimental setting, the system, the environment, andthe discourse are speci�ed by sets of conditioning properties. These de�ne the SCIP system byway of a set of procedural entities like orientation, mobility, perception, processing (Tab. 2),the SCIP-environment is de�ned as a set of formal entities like plane, objects, grid, direction,location (Tab. 3), and the SCIP-discourse material mediating between system and environment isstructured �rst by a number of part-whole related entities like word, sentence, text, corpus (Tab.4) of which sentence and text require further formal restrictions to be speci�ed by a formal syntax(Tab. 5) and a referential semantics (Tab. 6).� that the system's environmental data consists in a corpus of (natural language) texts of correct ex-pressions of true propositions denoting system-object-relations described according to the formallyspeci�ed syntax and semantics (representing the exo-view or described situations), and� that the system's internal picture of its surroundigs (representing the endo-view or discourse situa-tions) is to be derived from this textual language environment other than by way of propositionalreconstruction, i.e. without syntactic parsing and semantic interpretation of sentence and textstructures.4.1 Positions and locationsThe experimental setting consists of a two dimensional environment with some objects at certainplaces (Fig. 4) that a SCIP-system will have to identify on the grounds of natural language de-scriptions of system-position and object-location relations it is exposed to. Although the system'sperception is limited to its (formal) language processing and as its ability to act (and react) is re-stricted to pacewise linear movement, what makes it semiotic is that|whatever the system mightgather from its environment|it will not apply any coded knowledge available prior to that process,but will instead only be con�ned to the system's own (co- and contextually restricted) susceptibil-ity and processing capabilities to (re-)organize the environmental data a n d to (re-)present theresults in some dynamic structure which determines the system's knowledge (susceptibility), learn-ing (change) and understanding (representation). It is based on the assumption that some deeperrepresentational level or core structure might be identi�ed as a common base for di�erent notionsof meaning developped sofar in theories of referential and situational semantics as well as somestructural or stereotype semantics.For the purpose of testing semiotic processes, their situational complexity has to be reduced byabstracting away irrelevant constituents, hopefully without oversimplifying the issue and trivializingthe problem. Therefore, the propositional form of natural language predication will be used hereonly to control the format of the natural language training material, not, however, to determine theway it is processed to model understanding .Illustrating an example situation, the reference plane (Fig. 4) shows two object-locations. Thesehave (automatically) been described in a corpus of language expressions comprising some 12 432word tokens of 26 word types in 2 483 sentences and 684 texts generated according to the formalsyntax and semantics speci�ed for all possible system-positions and orientations. The training set oflanguage material was then exposed to the SCIP system which perceived it as environmental data tobe processed according to its system faculties as speci�ed. It is worthwhile noting here again, thatthis processing is neither based on, nor does it involve any knowledge of syntax or semantics on thesystem's side.4.2 Process and resultThe strict separation between the process and its result on the system's side now corresponds to thesharp distinction between the formal speci�cation to control the propositional generation of refer-entially descriptive language material and its non-propositional processing within the experimentalSCIP setting. 10



Syntax of TextgrammarT(ext) := fSi j Si �! Si+1 : B ^ fKP1;KP2g 2 Si ^fKP1;KP2g 2 Si+1 ^ 8KPj 2 Si [ Si+1 ;j = 1; 2 ; i = 1; : : : ; IgB := fk(0; 1); k(1; 1); k(1; 0); k(1;�1); k(0;�1);k(�1;�1); k(�1; 0); k(�1; 1) : k = 1gSi �! NP VPNP �! NVP �! V PPPP �! HP KPN �! A h triangle j square j circle iV �! liesHP �! h extremely j very j rather i h near by j far away iKP �! h on the left j on the right i j h in front j behind iTable 5: Syntax of textgrammar for the generation of strings of correct sentences, constituting (sit-uational) descriptions of possible system-position and object-location relations (for moving systemsonly). Semantics of TextgrammarCore-predicates (KP)in relations of system-positions x; y and object-locations n;m(with 0-coordinates down left) for all orientations N, O, S, Wof the systemNorth x; y in front behindon the left >m, <n >m, >non the right <m, <n >m, <n East x; y in front behindon the left <m, <n >m, <non the right <m, >n >m, >nSouth x; y in front behindon the left <m, >n <m, <non the right >m, >n <m, >n West x; y in front behindon the left >m, >n <m, >non the right >m, <n <m, <nHedge-predicates (HP)as distances between system-position and object-location (undercrisp- and fuzzy-interpretation): for numbers of grid-points j x�n j and j y �m j1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Crisp1:0 Fuzzy1:1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 extremely nearby 1 1 .7 .2 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 very nearby .2 .7 1 1 .7 .2 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 rather nearby 0 0 .2 .7 1 .7 .2 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 rather faraway 0 0 0 .2 .7 1 .7 .2 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 very faraway 0 0 0 0 .2 .7 1 1 .7 .20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 extremely faraway 0 0 0 0 0 0 .2 .7 1 1Table 6: Semantics (referential de�nitions) to identify true core- and hedge-predicates (under crispand fuzzy interpretation) in correct sentences as generated for �xed (unchanged) object-locationsand varying (changed) system-positions. 11



B E H I N D0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 00 0 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 00 0 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 00 0 5 5 5 5 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 00 0 5 5 5 5 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 00 0 5 5 5 5 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0R 0 0 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 LI 0 0 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 EG 5H 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 FT 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 T0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 7 7 5 5 0 0 0 00 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 7 7 5 5 0 0 0 00 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 00 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 00 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 00 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0I N F R O N TTable 7: Intermediate representation matrix Endo� 1i;j; 1 = 20; j = 20 whichdetermines regions of likely object locations around the centrally positionedsystem (i; j = 10) by number of marks that grid squares received accordingto pairs of (crisply interpreted) hedged core predicate adjacencies.N O R T H226 240 251 232 213 194 164 141 118 95240 260 274 257 240 223 192 168 144 120251 274 295 284 271 258 226 201 176 151W 237 262 289 285 277 269 238 216 194 172 EE 223 250 280 280 276 272 242 223 204 185 AS 209 238 271 275 275 275 246 230 214 198 ST 191 222 258 269 276 283 258 243 228 213 T173 206 245 263 277 291 270 256 242 228144 176 214 236 254 272 256 244 232 220119 150 187 212 233 254 242 232 222 212S O U T HTable 8: Representation matrix Endo-2n;m; n=10, m=10 showing regions of objectlocation likelyhood as determined by superimposing (line- and column-wise)locality patterns assembled from value distributions in the intermediate rep-resentation matrix Endo-1i;j; i=20, j=20.
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Figure 3: External 2-dim-image of the SCIP system's endo-view showing regions of potential objectlocations under crisp 1:0 hedge interpretation as computed from the training corpus of texts describingthese locations relative to system positions in the reference plane.AA��
Figure 4: Reference plane with location of objects ( 4 and 2 ) propositionally described by texts inthe training corpus.In the course of processing, the two-level consecutive mappings (Tab. 1, Fig. 1) result in thesemantic hyper space (SHS) whose intrinsic structure reveal some properties which can be madevisible in a three stage process:� �rst, applying methods of Kohonen-maps (Kohonen 1989) [2] or|with comparable results|average linkage cluster analysis [8] allows to identify structurally adjacent word-types (like objectlabel and predicate label candidates) [13],� second, their numerical hedge interpretation yields the distance values, and their directional coreinterpretations determines the regions of object locations relative to a centrally positioned system(Tab. 7), producing an intermediate representation of the system's own oriented view which canbe transformed to� third, a mapping that images an orientation indepedent representation of the system's endo-viewof its environment (Tab. 8). It can be visualized in another format as� fourth, a holistic representation of the referencial plane structured by a pattern of polygons whichconnect regions of denotational likelihood or isoreferentials (Fig. 3).The Endo1i;j data (Tab. 7) serves as base for the following third step of a line- and column-wise13



Figure 5: External 2-dim-image of the SCIP system's endo-view showing regions of potential objectlocations under fuzzy 1:1 hedge interpretation.transform which results in a new mapping Endo2m;n (Tab. 8) according to the summation equationEndo2m;n = m+10Xi=m n+10Xj=n Endo1i;j (8)The matrix Endo2m;n (Tab. 8) contains the data for an external observer's image of the system'sendo-view as computed from the described object locations relative to system positions. The (two-dimensional) scattergram of Endo2 gives an overall picture of even referential likelihood by isorefer-entials denoting potential object locations quite clearly, under crisp 1:0 (Fig. 3) and under fuzzy 1:1interpretation (Fig. 5). The corresponding 3-dimensional pro�le representations of the same patterns(sl Fig. 6 and sl Fig. 7) show in an even more detailed illustration the higher referential resolutionwhich fuzzy interpretations of descriptive hedged core predications gain over crisp ones.

Figure 6: 3-dim-image of the SCIP system's endo-view of its reality showing highest potentials forobject locations under crisp hedge interpretation, as computed from the training corpus of textsdescribing these locations relative to system positions in the reference plane.14



Figure 7: 3-dim-image of the SCIP system's endo-view of regions showing highest potentials forobject locations under fuzzy 1:1 hedge interpretation, as computed from the training corpus of textsdescribing these locations relative to system positions in the reference plane.5 ConclusionThe paradigm of agentive systems seems to be particularly suited for any multivariate form ofdynamic interaction that leaves traces of and is dependent on the results of such mutually triggeredactivity. Natural language communication certainly is an example for such a phenomenon whosetraces in the form of texts have to be actualized in order to let the processes believed to be responsiblefor their production be inverted and experienced as understanding. The concepts of situation andlanguage game have proved to be seminal in elucidating the structure and compounds involved inthe constitution of meaning.The development of the above model of semiotic cognitive information processing , however, willhave to be elaborated in at least three directions before the present SCIP-systems may justi�ably benamed semiotic agents:� As the language environments the systems are exposed to sofar have been generated on a stratumwhich is external to modeling the semiotic process of meaning constitution (namely to allow forthe testing of semiotically derived structures against the linguistically determined syntactic andsemantic structures), it is highly desirable to have more than one system be modelled. Havingtwo would provide for the possibility to let one part of the language environment be tied to onesystem, the other part to the other with the understanding that each system is producing lan-guage representations of their mutual situational embedding forming the respective other system'slanguage environment.� As the processing of language material by the system sofar is not timed other than by the im-plemented model structures' internals, the exchange of language material produced by the onesystem and received by the other calls for the introduction of time cycles corresponding to oreven emulating the frequency of interchange in processing mutual environmental (language) data.This is a prerequisite for the re-construction of movement and the di�erentiation of subject- orobject-movement.� Allowing for more than one SCIP-system in a single reference plane, each producing his own andprocessing the others' language material generated, it will prove to be necessary to introduce anon-language data channel in order to derive situational as well as physical correlates for lan-guage representations. Additional receptive channels of the systems may open up new ways ofiterating language representations towards mutual reliability (correctness), towards di�erencing15
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